Simplify your security

The Cisco SecureX platform is a built-in experience within our security portfolio that connects with your entire security infrastructure.

With Cisco SecureX you will...

- **Unify visibility across your entire security infrastructure**
  - **BEFORE SecureX**
    - Your teams regularly switch between consoles resulting in limited understanding and delays.
  - **AFTER SecureX**
    - Accelerate threat response with actionable insights.

- **Automate critical security workflows**
  - **BEFORE SecureX**
    - Your workflows are manual and convoluted, further slowing you down and causing human error.
  - **AFTER SecureX**
    - Increase the efficiency and precision of your existing resources via automation to advance your security maturity.

- **Collaborate better than ever**
  - **BEFORE SecureX**
    - Your teams currently operate within siloed views increasing their exposure.
  - **AFTER SecureX**
    - Share context between teams to streamline workflows.

- **Reduce complexity and maximize portfolio benefits**
  - **BEFORE SecureX**
    - There exists a lack of integration between tools, limiting their value.
  - **AFTER SecureX**
    - Multiply your capabilities by connecting your security infrastructure.

Unlock new potential in your investments today
Start the journey with SecureX

cisco.com/go/securex